
FLOODPLAIN IN WASHPOOL

ONKAPARINGA FLOODING 
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Flooding is a natural event. A flood occurs when a pipe, channel, or creek cannot carry the 
volume of water entering from a catchment. This results in floodwaters travelling across land, 
threatening the safety of people and potentially damaging property in the floodplain.

The Washpool (Silver Sands) catchment includes portions of the suburbs of Aldinga, 
Aldinga Beach, Whites Valley, Willunga South, Sellicks Beach and Sellicks Hill. The 
catchment is broadly bounded by the top of the Willunga Ranges to the east, Aldinga 
Beach Road to the north and Sellicks Beach Road to the south. The Washpool (Silver 
Sands) floodplain shows  major watercourses of the Washpool (Silver Sands) catchment. 

This project will estimate the extent and behaviour of potential floods arising in the 
Washpool (Silver Sands) catchment. In the future, it will improve the floodplain and 
management potential flooding 
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Territorial Conditions
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This area is mainly affected by wind erosion, water rtosion and gullyerosion. The 
water erosion in washpool also caused sediment accumulation. The climate change 
such long term storm washed out the floodplain. Finally, the floods will affect urban 
development.
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Flooding conditions 
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Washpool (Silver Sands) flood mapping 1 in 100 year 

The washpool located in southern of Onkaparinga.  The water in the catchment area changes with the seasons. It 
is a rare ephemeral freshwater wetland. For a relatively small conservation area, it has an astonishing number of 
resident and visiting bird species

The flood map shown combines the outer (worse case) flood extents from a range of simulated storm events 
including short, heavy rain, and long term, lighter rain. This means the extent of flooding in a single flood event 
will vary across the floodplain.

Estimated flow deepth 0.5-11-1.55 0.25-0.5 0.1-0.25
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Strategies

Avulsions are primarily features of aggrading flloodplains . They are not restricted to any particular pattern or size of river channel and 
may recur in any vluvial system for as long as some aggradation continues. Avulsion frequency varies whenever flow is initially diverted 
away from its parent channel, it will seek pathways of highest gradient advantage or greatest flow efffeciency.   The amount of water, 
flow speed and erosion are factors in the process.     

Avulsion is the natural process 
by which flow diverts out of an 
established river channel into a new 
permanent course on the adjacent 
floodplain. Avulsions are primarily 
features of aggrading floodplains.   

Slingerland & Norman D(2004)

Avulsion factors
In each avulsion point the angle of the avulsion respoect to the normal to the river at the exact point 
where the avulsion is happening it is measured. This dimension will give a hint on therange of angles in 
which rivers avulse. From the catalogue of angles that we have we can deduce that avulsion normally 
occur in a range of angles from 5 to 45

The amount of water and the speed of it, is also a fact that needs to be taken into account. The more 
water it flows through a channel, the more probable is that the river avulses. In the same way, if the 
velocity of the water increase, it erodes easily the levees, breaking them and rpovoking the water to 
spcae and consolidate a new channel.

In the different stages the avulsions are triggered through the combinations of different techniques as 
ithas been said before. In the size actualization this techniques are tested with the simulation models, to 
see how the river actually responds to them. 
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Prototypes exploration

Intervention Structure Intervention Structure

Plants strategyDeepen
channels

Terrace
riverbank

Increase 
channels

Drinage unit

The intervention structure test different 
a n g l e s  a n d  d i f f e r e n t  s h a p e s .  T h e y 
a r e  o v e r l a y e d  b y  a  s i n g l e  o r i g i n a l 
unit.  Test its relationship to water flow.

Through the use of different combinations of structural 
units, the flow management mode of diversion, essence, 
transport, storage and utilization is constructed.To achieve 
the river sand fixation and rainwater collection purposes.

Filtration unit

Collection unit
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Prototype moderation  &  Landform creation  

       plant roots

   water pipe water collect

filter column

Water diversion
5 years

5 years put the intervention struvture in shallow area

Trigger the water avulsion, new channel formation

Intervention structure placement, control the 
waterflow direction

The structure use different materials like cement, gravel, 
cement, create different permeation coefficient ratio. 
They can be used in different functions.

This unit will put inside the channels, it will change 
the water direction with time, change the watercourse 
paths. 

The structure will degrade with time, and merge with 
deposit, which conductive to plant groth.

Both rainwater and surface runoff flow into rivers along the 
terrain, this unit intercept the water from hills and farmland. 
Slow down the waterflow speed, reduce the water erosion.

The structure cna devided into four unit, filtration unit, drainage unit, collection unit.  This 
prototype adjust the structure levels, to combine with the topograpghy. The will accumulate 
sediment, create wetland plants, and nunourish the soil. 

New wetland creation

5 years
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High Low
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Material permeation coefficient

Level change

Landform creation
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Performance evaluation

Scenario 1

Drought season

Drought season

Low water level

Low water level

High water level

Nomal water level

wetland creation

Flood event

Scenario 2

This portion shows the change in the the floodplain. There are different 
performances in different seasons. Originally, there was no water here all year 
round. When a flood event occurs, the structure can hold back the flood. After 
the flood, the structure can also collect the water and deposit,which are benefit 
to ecological environment, attract wildlfe.

This portion shows the new channellandform and the relationship between the flodplaina and surrounding 
farmland. The terrace have different levels in bothsides., which designed by the waterflow direction and 
topography. It has the ability to cope with different water levels. The new terrain can deal with different 
environmental challenges, such as summer droughts, Storm and floods.




